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Abstract       For fenotyping of apricot hybrid progenies obtained over three 
years of research, which revealed no Sharka symptoms on shoots were 
growing were supervised for visual, using serological immunoassay test 
(ELISA). So PPV infection was evaluated during three consecutive periods of 
vegetation as measured by visual inspections and Elisa tests.  
Shortening plants was performed at the beginning of each growing season to 
induce force new growth and the emergence of symptoms. The genotypes 
that did not develop symptoms PPV visually or by ELISA were tested by a 
reverse transcription reaction in a polymerase chain (RT-PCR) using primers 
specific for the PPV, P1 and P2 (Wetzel et al. 1991) , which amplifies a 243 
bp fragment located at the C-terminus of CP PPV gene.  
The PPV particle was isolated with PPV polyclonal antibody adsorbed on the 
walls of an Eppendorf micro-tube. Kit purchased from Sigma and used for RT-
PCR.  
Plants were classified as resistant if they showed no symptoms and positive 
reactions in ELISA tests or RT-PCR in the last three periods of growth and 
were evaluated for three determinations.   
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Pum pox virus (PPV) causes devastating disease in 

Prunustrees (12). PPV disease, often referred to as 

sharka disease, affects stone fruits such as apricot, 

peach, plum, and cherry, which are economically 

important species of Prunus. Originating in Bulgaria in 

the early 1900s (2, 11), PPV has spread throughout 

Europe (10, 13) and, as of 1999, has made its way to 

the Americas. 

In apricot, Prunus armeniaca species the interesting 

sources of reistance as reported by Audergon (1) and 

Martinez – Gomez et al. (9). PPV is characterized by 

its wide genetic variability although only two major 

strains have been described in Europe Dideron (PPVD)  

and Marcus (PPV-M) (3, 4). Other less common PPV 

strains include El Amar (PPV-E) in North Africa and 

Cherry (PPV-C) in Central Europe  (8). and disease 

resistance in cultivated Prunus crops. Using a different 

donor of resistance, „Stark Early Orange‟, Vilanova et 

al. (14) similarly mapped resistance to a region of G1; 

however, it was not clear if the map locations for this 

resistance co-localized from the different donors. 

 The romanian F1 and F2 progenies were developed 

from crosses with  several apricot genitors that carry 

different types of resistancefor better understanding of 

the genetic control of resistance to this that would be 

useful for more efficient development of resistant 

cultivars. 

The most important objectives proposed in this work 

are to obtain new Apricot F2 progenies issued from 

crosses between PPV resistant genitors („NJA2‟ and 

„Stark Early Orange‟ –SEO) and local varieties 

(„Viceroy‟, „Mari de Cenad‟, Traian etc). Planting in 

the field and grafting of the most important Romanian 

varieties to inoculated GF305 rootstocks ready for 

testing to PPV resistance in the second period. 

Phenotyping Romanian progenies F1 and F2 in 

artificial infection conditions for resistance/tolerance to 

PPV; by visual inspection and by ELISA and RT-PCR 

analysis 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
The first step was to obtain new apricot F2 

progenies issued from crosses between PPV resistant 

genitors („NJA2‟, NJA 17, NJA 42 and „Stark Early 

Orange‟ –SEO) and local varieties („Cristal‟, „Mari de 

Cenad‟, “Traian”, “Tabriz”, “Sulmona”), organised in 

five populations: 

Pop 1 = Population 1 obtained by crosses „Mari de 

Cenad‟ x ‚SEO‟ – 9 individuals  

Pop 2 = Population 2 obtained by crosses „Sirena‟ x 

„NJA 42‟ – 43 ind.  

Pop 3 = Population 3 obtained by crosses between, 

NJA 21‟ x „Kesth Pshor‟ – 46 ind.  

Pop 4 = Population 4 obtained by crosses „Cristal‟ x 

‚NJA 21‟ – 19 ind.  

Pop 5 = population 5 obtained by crosses between 

Sulmona  x „NJA17‟ – 9 ind.  
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The second step was planting them in the 

greenhouse and grafting onto inoculated GF305 (used 

like susceptible rootstock) ready for testing to PPV 

resistance. 

For phenotyping Romanian progenies F1 and 

F2 in artificial infection conditions for 

resistance/tolerance to PPV, were used as a methods, 

serological ELISA test and RT-PCR analysis. Presence 

of PPV in both the scion and the rootstock of infected 

plants were examined by serological ELISA tests, three 

times during each vegetative cycle.  The mashed leaves 

(samples) in extraction buffer (AFT 0,2 % +  Dieca 2% 

+ PVP – 10)  were placed in  holes in the plate 

previously tapisated with polyclonal immunoglobulins 

conjugated (anti-PPV) and incubated at 4 
0
C for 16h. 

After 3 washes (with AFT- Tween) were added 200 

µI specific monoclonal antibodies for PPV and 

incubated at 37 
0
C for 2 h. The last step was the 

implementation of immunoglobulins conjugated with 

alkaline phosphatase 1:1000 (200µI) and incubated for 

2h at 37 
0
C. Lecture was made at 405 nm considering 

the positive values exceeding twice the value of 

negative test reading (T-x 2). 

 The infection process was different for 

various plant individuals; in some plants the presence 

of PPV was detected after the first dormancy period, in 

some in the three vegetative cycles, while some plants 

were not infected at all.  
PPV isolates M (Marcus); D (Dideron ) used 

in these studies were collected from three field 

experimental plots containing conventional varieties 

planted at Fruit Research Station, Bistrita, Romania. 

PPV was not detected by ELISA, were tested by 

reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 

(RT-PCR) using the PPV specific primers P1 and P2 

(Wetzel et al. 1991). Plants were classified as resistant 

if they did not show symptoms and positive ELISA or 

RT-PCR reaction in the last three growth periods 

evaluated. 

Molecular detection was performed by RT-

PCR (Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain 

Reaction) using a primer pair (Pl/P2) that  amplifies a 

243 bp fragment located at the C-terminus of the PPV 

CP gene. PPV was trapped with PPV-polyclonal 

antibodies adsorbed on an Eppendorf micro tube. 

Enhanced Avian kit provided by Sigma was used for 

RT-PCR. The thermal cycling scheme used was the 

following: RT- 30 min at 50°C, denaturation / RT 

inactivation - 2 min at 94°C followed by 35 cycles: 

template denaturation - 30 s at 94°C, primer annealing 

- 45 s at 61°C and DNA elongation- 60 s at 72°C. 

Following to the last cycle, amplified DNA was 

elongated for 10 min at72°C. An aliquot of the 

amplified products (10 µI) was fractionated onto 1.5% 

agarose gel electrophoresis in 1x TBE buffer. Bands 

were visualized by ethidium-bromide staining under 

UV light. 

 

Results and Discussions 

 
Serological tests were performed by DAS-

ELISA (Double Antibody Sandwich-Enzyme Linked 

Immunosorbent Assay), using polyclonalantibodies 

according to the manufacturer (Bioreba). Concerning 

the phenotyping for the most of apricot hybrids in 

artificial infected conditions (in greenhouse) were 

grafted on the inoculated GF305 rootstocks. 

The responses are evaluated along of 

vegetative period of 2014 by visual monitoring of 

symptoms development and by serological and 

molecular methods. For testing, leaves samples were 

collected from the base half of the plants and from the 

top half of the plants developed from genotype buds. In 

the case of shoots derived from inoculum buds, leaves 

were also collected to confirm the PPV presence.

 

 

    
Fig. 1 and 2 apricot response after artificial infections with PPV 
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The resistant progenitors („Stark Early 

Orange‟, “NJA38” and “Traian”) was able to transmit 

its PPV resistance to the descendants, in agreement 

with previous results observed by other authors (Dosba 

et al.,1992; Dicenta and Audergon, 1998; Dicenta et 

al., 2000). 

 

      
Fig. 3 and 4 : ELISA and RT-PCR analysis to GF305 rootstocks and apricots hybrids: 

                                                                                  
        1Kb            1     2      3      3        4     5      6      7 

 
Fig. 5 RT-PCR analyses in apricot progenies 

 
 Table 1  

Phenotyping Romanian apricot progenies in artificial infection conditions for resistance/tolerance to PPV; by 

visual inspection and ELISA and RT-PCR analysis 

Genotype Elisa test RT- PCR manifestation 

0 1 2 3 

Kesth_Phor‟ + + susceptible 

Viceroy + + susceptible 

H2+ - - resistant 

Mari de Cenad + + susceptible 

NJA 17 - - resistant 

Cristal - - resistant 

Sirena + + susceptible 

Tabriz + + susceptible 

SEO - - resistant 

Pop3-175 - - resistant 

Pop3-183 + + susceptible 

Pop3-191 - - resistant 

Pop3-50 + + susceptible 

Pop3-178 + + susceptible 

Pop3-176 - - resistant 

Pop3-47 - - resistant 

Pop3-116 - - resistant 

Pop3-165 + + susceptible 
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0 1 2 3 

Pop3-174 + + susceptible 

Pop3-197 + + susceptible 

Pop3-177 - - resistant 

Pop3-117 - - resistant 

Pop3-186 - - resistant 

Pop3-188 - - resistant 

Pop3-51 - - resistant 

Pop1-40 + + susceptible 

Pop1-91 - - resistant 

Pop1-43 -  resistant 

Pop1-38 - - resistant 

Pop1-42 - - resistant 

Pop2-9 - - resistant 

Pop2-196 + + susceptible 

Pop2-166 + + susceptible 

Pop2-122 - - resistant 

Pop2-121 - - resistant 

Pop2-127 - - resistant 

Pop2-206 - - resistant 

Pop2-6 + + susceptible 

Pop2-1 + + susceptible 

Pop2-7 + + susceptible 

Pop4-37 - - resistant 

Pop4-32 - - resistant 

Pop4-28 + + susceptible 

Pop4-19 - - resistant 

Pop4-24 - - resistant 

Pop4-34 - - resistant 

pop4-33 - - resistant 

pop5.55 - - resistant 

Pop5-52 + + susceptible 

pop5-53 + + susceptible 

 
PPV infection in parents and progenies was 

evaluated by assessing the presence of symptoms and 

later confirmed by DASI–ELISA. The inoculation 

efficiency was very high, and over 95% of the „GF-

305‟ rootstocks developed symptoms. However, 

distribution of symptoms was highly irregular among 

the young shoots hampering the rating of viral 

symptoms in intermediate grades. The, PPV resistance 

phenotype was scored as resistant or susceptible to 

avoid misclassifications.  We observe an important 

number of hybrids in each population, like: Pop 3, 

individuals 176, 47, 116, Pop 1, individuals 

91,43,38,42, Pop 4 individuals, 37, 32, Pop 5 

individuals, 55 manifested a resistance to the artificial 

infection with PPV by phenotyping and also by 

genotyping evaluation. In all hybrid genotypes and also 

their parents were isolated samples of DNA. 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

 
Even if the difficulty in establishing a definitive 

hypothesis regarding the genetic control of Plum pox 

virus resistance in apricot, we onserve an important  

numbarof hybrids, like: Pop 3, individuals 176, 47, 

116, Pop 1, individuals 91,43,38,42, Pop 4 individuals, 

37, 32, Pop 5 individuals, 55 manifested a resistance to 

the artificial infection with PPV by phenotyping and 

also by genotyping evaluation. 

Romanian apricot F1 and F2 progenies evaluated were 

initially classified into three groups: susceptible to 

PPV, partially resistant and resistant to PPV. After that 

the most important genotypes were grafted onto 

infected GF 305 in greenhouse conditions. 

The goals at the work presented in this communication 

are the introduces and development the marker – 

assisted selection (MAS) in PPV resistances F1 and F2 

progenies in apricot Romanian genotypes. 
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